We establish ergodic theorems for Eberlein-weakly almost periodic motions and almost-orbits of semigroups of operators. The results apply to solutions of a class of (generally, nonlinear) evolution equations.
Introduction
For a contraction semigroup (S(t)),>o on a closed subset C of a real Banach space X, Gutman and Pazy [21, Theorem 1 ] showed that whenever a motion u = S(-)x of (S(t)),>o through some x e C has (norm-) relatively compact range, then the iî-limit set oe(x) of S(-)x is a compact commutative group and, given any (real) Banach space Y and function /: C -► Y which is uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of C,
INI-lim 1 / f(S(t)x)dt= f fdp, ' ^oo 1 Jq
Jw (x) where p denotes normalized Haar measure on a>(x). Our basic objective is to relax the compactness requirement on the range of u and extend this ergodic theorem to the context of motions or almost-orbits that only have weakly relatively compact range. Though at the expense of some restrictions on the state space X, this allows for a wider range of applications to (infinite-dimensional) linear and nonlinear initial value problems where norm compactness assumptions would be unduly restrictive. The key to our development is the notion of a weakly almost periodic function in the sense introduced (in the scalar case) by Eberlein [13] . Under suitable conditions, solutions to the abstract Cauchy problem naturally fall into this category ( [31, 32, 34, 35] and §4).
Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, X denotes a (real or complex) Banach space, and (S(t))t>o a strongly continuous semigroup of operators on a weakly closed subset C of X.
For a function u: R+ -» X, y(u) = {u(t) : t > 0} denotes its range, aj(u) -{y e X : \\ ||-limw(r") = y for some sequence 0 < r" -> oo} its £2-limit set, and ojw(u) = {y e X : w-limu(t") = y for some sequence 0 < t" -► oo} its weak Q-limit set. In case u = S(-)x for some x e C, these sets, as usual, are denoted by y(x), co(x), and cow(x), respectively. For a subset fl of I, coD denotes its convex hull, and (|| ||)-clD (respectively, w-clD) its norm-(respectively, weak-) closure. Bx-denotes the closed unit ball of the dual X* of X. Xw denotes X with the weak topology.
For J e {BL, R+}, Cb(J, X) denotes the space of bounded continuous functions /: / -> X, equipped with the sup-norm. For f E C¡,(J, X) and t e J, f(s) = f(t + s), s e J, and H(f) = {f, : t E J} is the set of all translates of /. Recall that / 6 Cj(R, J) is almost periodic [6] if H(f) is relatively compact in C¿(R, X), and that a function /: R -> X is said to be weakly almost periodic (cf. [1] ) if x*f is almost periodic for all x* e X*. The space of all almost periodic functions is denoted by AP(R, X).
1.1. Definition. A function / G Q,(E+, X) is said to be (a) asymptotically almost periodic (a.a.p.) if H(f) is relatively compact in Q(R+ , X) (Fréchet [15] [16] [17] [18] , and [14] ), and (b) Eberlein-weakly almost periodic (E-w.a.p.) if H(f) is weakly relatively compact in Q(R+, X) (Eberlein [13] , and [24, 33] ).
The space of all E-w.a.p. functions (endowed with the sup-norm) is denoted by W(R+, X), while Wo(R+, X) is the (closed linear) subspace of all ç/> e W(R+ , X) for which the zero function belongs to the weak closure of H(<¡>).
In the context of the Gutman-Pazy ergodic theorem [21, Theorem 1 ] cited in the introduction, Theorem 2.2 of [30] shows that requiring the range of a motion S(-)x: R+ -► X to be norm relatively compact implies that S(-)x is actually asymptotically almost periodic. After establishing the ergodic properties of general E-w.a.p. functions in §2, we devote §3 to extensions of Theorem 1 of [21] to motions with weak almost periodicity properties. In particular, we show (Theorem 3.1) that the corresponding conclusions remain valid for E-w.a.p. motions when (norm) uniform continuity of / is replaced by weak uniform continuity. In §4, we discuss consequences of the results for the asymptotic behavior of solutions to the abstract Cauchy problem.
Ergodic theorems for Eberlein-weakly almost periodic functions
We establish the ergodic properties of general E-w.a.p. functions. Of basic importance is the fact that these functions are uniformly continuous. In the scalar case, this was shown by Eberlein [ Using this criterion, we reduce the proof of Proposition 2.1 to Eberlein's arguments in the scalar case. Suppose that / E W(R+, X) is not uniformly continuous. Then there exist e > 0 and sequences (s")", (tn)" in R+, 0 < f" -sn < l/n, and (x*n)n in Bx-suchthat (f(tn)-f(sn),x*n) = \\f(tn)-f(sn)\\ > e for all n e N.
According to the above criterion, we can assume that the sequence (gn)n with gn '■= xnftn -xnfs", n eN, converges weakly in Q(R+) to some g e Cb(R+).
Then, since g(0) > e, there exists n > 0 such that /J g(t) dt 4 0. Setting Tn(h) = ¡q h(t)dt for h e Cb(R+), the scalar valued map Tn is an element of Q(R+)*, and thus we conclude that
This contradiction completes the proof.
Now we turn to the mean ergodic theorem for E-w.a.p. functions. Besides the usual "time-mean" || H-limr^oo j J0 f(t)dt, we also take into account means with respect to more general kernel functions (compare [7; 23, §9.3 
.4; 27; 29]).
A function ß:R+xl+->K is called strongly regular if
(2) lims^00¡Q00Q(s,t)dt=l; (3) lim^oo ¡q \Q(s,t)\dt = 0 for all T > 0 ; and (4) lim^oo Jo00 \Q(s ,t + h)-Q(s, t)\ dt = 0 for all h e R+ .
Theorem.
If f e W(R+, X), then there exists z e X such that || ||-lim.s_00 /0°° Q(s, t)f(t + h)dt = z uniformly over h e R+ for every strongly regular kernel Q: R+ x R+ ^ R. Moreover, the function z(t) = z is contained in clco H(f), and is the only constant function in clco H(f).
Proposition. If 4> e W0(R+ , X), then
{W lim sup{ -/ \(<p(t + h),x*)\dt:x* e Bx-, heR+ } =0.
T-KX
In the following result, we assume that X is a complex Banach space. The corresponding result for a real Banach space X then follows in the canonical way by complexifying both X and / e W(R+ , X).
Theorem. If f e Cb(R+ , X), then f e IF(R+ , X) if and only if there
exist unique functions g e AP(R,X) and <p e Wq(R+, X) such that fg|R+ + 0. Furthermore, for every f e W(R+ , X), the Fourier coefficients a(f;X) = \\\\-lim i / e~mf(t)dt T^oc I Jo exist for all X e R and equal the corresponding Fourier coefficients a(g ; X) of the almost periodic part g of f as specified above. Once again considering the translation semigroup ((7(û;))û)>o on E = W(R+ , X) and, for f e E, the corresponding motion U(-)f, the DeLeeuwGlicksberg [10, 11] theory yields the first part of Theorem 2.4, while the second part is just a combination of Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 2.3.
Remark. Theorem 2.4 clarifies the extent to which the classical harmonic analysis of almost periodic functions carries over to E-w.a.p. functions. (For the scalar case, compare the problem raised at the beginning of §15 in Eberlein's classical paper [13] .) As in the case for almost periodic functions, the Fourier coefficients a(f; X) of an E-w.a.p. function / exist and are nonzero for at most countably many X e R, and they completely determine the almost periodic part of / (via classical Bochner-Féjer approximation polynomials). However, f itself is only determined up to an additive factor cf> e Wq(R+ , X). Throughout this section, we consider almost-orbits u of (S(t)),>o with the following additional property: (-¡0) £W|w-ciy(H): w-c1j>(m)->X is weak-to-weak continuous for all ( ' heR+.
This is equivalent to assuming that, for a sequence 0 < tn -► oo, if (u(t"))" is weakly convergent to c e C , then w-lim S(h)u(t") -S(h)c for all h e R+ [34, Remark 2.5]. Condition (3.0) is fulfilled in the following cases:
(i) y(u) is relatively compact.
(ii) (5(/)),>o consists of linear operators.
(iii) X is uniformly convex, (S(t)),>o is a contraction semigroup on a closed convex subset C of I, and u is bounded and asymptotically isometric [8] ; i.e., lim^oo ||m(í + h) -u(t)\\ = p(h) exists uniformly over h e R+ (see [32, 
Lemma 1.7]).
In this section we write (D, w) to denote a subset D of X endowed with the weak topology induced by X . Also, we call a function /: R+ -► X almost periodic if it is the restriction to R+ of a function g e AP(R, X).
3.1. Theorem. If u is an E-w.a.p. almost-orbit satisfying (3.0), then the following propositions hold:
(a) There exist unique elements y e ojw(u) and c6 e Wo(R+, X) such that (i) u = S(-)y + (j), and
(ii) S(-)y is almost periodic. (b) The Q-limit set m(y) of S(-)y (with the norm topology) carries the structure of a compact commutative group. Moreover, taking p to denote normalized Haar measure on co(y) and K = (w-cly(w), w),ifY is any Banach space, then (i) w-limr^ ± ¡0T f(u(t+h)) dt =■■ jw{y) f dp for all f e C(K, Yw), and (ii) || H-lim^oo j. So f(u(t + h))dt = Sw(y)f dp for all feC(K, Y), and all bounded linear operators f: X -+Y, where both limits exist uniformly over h e R+ . 
/ (f(u(t + h))-f(S(t + h)y))dt
Jo < s for all h e Finally, consider the critical part cf> e Wq(R+ , X) of the decomposition of u specified in (a)(i). Since there exists a sequence (4>a>")n of translates of çè that converges weakly (in W(R+, X)) to the zero function, and 4> is uniformly continuous (Proposition 2.1), (4>a>")n converges to the zero function weakly in X and uniformly on compact subsets of R+. Thus, there exists n e N such that (3) <t>wK(t)€U for all re [0,71.
Using the decomposition of (a)(i) for u, this implies that (4) u(t + con) -S(t + con)y e U forallie[0, T\.
Combining (1), (2), and (4), we conclude that ||z|| < 2e . Consequently, z = 0, and the proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete.
Without going into detail, we present an analog of Theorem 3.1 for a concept of weak almost periodicity for functions on R+ that corresponds to weak almost periodicity for functions defined on all of R ; a function /: R+ -► X is said to be weakly asymptotically almost periodic [33] if x*f is asymptotically almost periodic for each x* e X*. where both limits exist uniformly over h e R+ .
Proposition (a) is taken from [36, Theorem 2.2]. Concerning the rest of the proof, except for minor changes due to the different concept of weak almost periodicity, this follows along similar lines as that given for Theorem 3.1, and therefore we omit the argument.
The following example shows that the ergodic assertions (b)(i) and (b)(ii) of both Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 can fail to hold if / is only norm continuous from K = v/-cly(u) into either Yw or Y.
Example. Consider the X = L2(R+) defined by S(t)g(r)
Co-semigroup (S(t)),>o of linear operators on (g(T-t), x>t "10, 0< T < t
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for g e X and t, x e R+ (cf. [3, pp. 202-203] ). According to [34, Theorem 2.1], if u = S(-)g is the motion through any g e X, then u e W(R+, X).
Since u E Co(R+ , Xw), moreover, u is also weakly asymptotically almost periodic, and K = w-cl y(u) = y(g) U {0}. Now let g E X be the element defined by g(t) = exp(-r), t e R+ . In this case, since there exists a unique / e R+ such that y = S(t)g for each y e y(g), we put f || sin log( 1 + t)S(t)g\\, t e R+ and y = S(t)g, J[y) to y = 0.
Then /: K -» R is uniformly continuous when K has the relative norm topology from X, but lim^oo j J0 f(S(t)g) dt does not exist.
3.5. Remarks. 1. If the almost-orbit u: R+ -» C is both an element of W(R+, X) and weakly asymptotically almost periodic, then cow(u) = co(y), which implies that ww(u) itself is a norm-compact commutative group. In this case, therefore, proposition (b) of both Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 holds for cow(u) = o)(y), where cow(u) is endowed with the norm topology. 2. If u e W(R+, X) has (norm-) relatively compact range, then Theorem 3.1 holds with K = || ||-cly(«) endowed with the norm topology.
3. According to the preceding remarks, Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 both include the Gutman-Pazy ergodic result [21, Theorem 1 ] as a special case.
Applications to solutions of the Cauchy problem
The foregoing results can be applied to solutions of both the homogeneous and, for a given function g e L'(R+ , X), the inhomogeneous Cauchy problem f ù(t)eAu(t), teR+ (b) For the nonlinear case, X is a uniformly convex Banach space, A is a m-dissipative (generally multivalued) operator in X, and (S(t)),>o is the contraction semigroup on C = clD(A) generated by A (in the sense of CrandallLiggett [9] ).
Then (cf. [4, 20, 28] ) strong solutions to (CPh) are motions of the associated semigroup (5'(i))/>o, and the mild solution u(t) = S(í)uq + JqS(í -s)g(s)ds (linear case), respectively, the integral solution in the sense of Bénilan [5] (nonlinear case) to (CP) is an almost-orbit of (S(t)),>o . 4.2. Theorem. Under the assumptions A. I, let u: R+ -> X be a strong solution to (CPfi) or the mild (linear case), respectively, integral (nonlinear case) solution to (CP). Also assume that (a) u has weakly relatively compact range in the linear case, or (b) u is bounded and asymptotically isometric (i.e., lim,^oo \\u(t+h)-u(t)\\ = p(h) exists uniformly over h e R+) in the nonlinear case.
Then the conclusions of Theorem 3.1 hold for u. Moreover, if the set of operators {S(h)^U) : h e R+} is weak-to-weak uniformly equicontinuous on y(u), then these conclusions hold when co(y) is replaced by cow(u).
This follows by combining Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3. 4.3. Remarks on Theorem 4.2. 1. Theorem 4.2 shows in particular that such a process u e W(R+, X) as well as compositions with certain "observables" / are ergodic in the sense that the limit of the time-means along (and starting from any point of) the trajectory y(u) exists and is equal to the space mean of / over the Q-limit set co(y) of the almost periodic part S(-)y of u.
2. The condition that u be asymptotically isometric in the nonlinear case is automatically fulfilled in the following cases: 
